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Acknowledging Traditional Territory

• Red Rock Indian Band
• Signatories of the Robinson-Superior Treaty of 1850
• I acknowledge Canada as the land of the First Nations, Inuit & 

Métis. 
• I recognize this land that is shared through historic treaties, 

developed through contemporary treaties and land that 
continues to be unceded territory.

https://www.whose.land/



About Indigenous Works (1998-)

• A recommendation in the 1996 Report on the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples; Mandate: to increase Indigenous engagement in the Canadian economy;

• Award winning, ISO certified, national Indigenous Organization with expertise in 
workplace, employment, corporate-Indigenous engagement and partnership 
systems;

• KOCIHTA CHARITY: 
‘Increasing the human resource and career potential of Indigenous Youth including 
youth with disabilities.

• LUMINARY: Advancing Indigenous Innovation



Today’s Webinar Objectives 

1. Overview of the history and origins of two spiritedness

2. Appropriate terminology

3. Roles within the culture/tribal structure



Definition

• Two spirit, two-spirit, 
twospirited, 2S

• Modern, Pan-Indigenous, 
umbrella term

• Traditional third gender
• Two spirit people have both a 

male and female spirit within 
them



Origins

• Two Spirit exists in Indigenous culture and communities for 
generations

• LGBTQ terminology
• Term created in 1990 
• Anishinaabemowin term “niizh manidoowag”, two spirits
• Replaced “berdache”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Native American culture, before the Europeans came to the America’s, “Two-Spirit” referred to an ancient teaching. Therefore the term/identity of Two-Spirit does not make sense unless it is contextualized within a Native American framework. While the word Two-Spirited person is an English moniker it is a native tradition that researchers have identified in some of the earliest discoveries of Native artifacts. Predates LGBTQ terminologyTerm created at the Third Annual Inter-tribal Native American, First Nations, Gay and Lesbian American Conference, held in WinnipegReplaced outdated, and offensive, anthropological term “berdache” which translated to “Kept boy”



History

• Long history on Turtle Island
• 150 nations acknowledged third gender
• Two spirit people were honoured and held 

special positions because of their duality
• Male bodied: healers, medicines, burials, 

oral traditions, arts, visionaries
• Female bodied: Chief, council, trader, 

hunter, trapper, fisher, warfare, peace 
missions, prophets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much evidence indicates that Native people, prior to colonization, believed in the existence of cross- gender roles: the male-female, the female-male, what we now call the two-spirited person. This type of cross-gender identity has been documented in over 155 tribes across Native North America .Many tribes also had rituals for children to go through if they were recognized as acting different from their birth gender.   These rituals ensured the child was truly Two-Spirit. If parents noticed that a son was disinterested in boyish play or manly work they would set up a ceremony to determine which way the boy would be brought up. They would make an enclosure of brush, and place in the center both a man’s bow and a woman’s basket. The boy was told to go inside the circle of brush and to bring something out, and as he entered the brush would be set on fire. “The tribe watched what he took with him as he ran out, and if it was the basketry materials they reconciled themselves to his being a berdache.” (Roscoe, 1988)In another ritual, usually carried out when the child is between the ages of nine and twelve, that helped identify a child’s two-spirit nature, a singing circle would be prepared, unbeknownst to the boy, involving the whole community as well as distant friends and relatives. On the day of the ceremony everyone gathered around and the boy was led into the middle of the circle. If he remained in the centre, the singer, hidden in the crowd, began to sing the ritual songs and the boy, if he was destined to follow the Two-Spirit road, starts to dance in the fashion of a woman. After the fourth song the boy was declared a Two-Spirit person and was raised from then on in the appropriate manner 



Two Spirit is not an interchangeable term with Gay

• Parallels and intersections
• Same sex attraction vs 

Embodiment of two genders
• Two spirit may be gay, but gay 

does not necessarily mean two 
spirit

• Spiritual responsibility to the 
Red Road



The Red Road

• Creator gave each person and culture a 
road to walk; red, white, yellow or black

• Anishinaabe were given red
• Deep commitment to living life the best 

way possible
• Based on clan system
• Thought and knowledge core values
• Two spirited significant importance 

because of embodiment



Roles and Tribal Structures

• Each two spirit man or woman has a 
voice within their nation

• Often the visionaries, the healers and 
medicine people

• Fundamental component of our 
ancient culture and society

• Considered to have great mystical 
powers

• Religious leaders and shamans

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
rituals  mentioned previously determined if the person was Two-Spirited and taught young boys to do women’s work in addition to that reserved for men.  Similar rituals applied to woman. Children of both genders would also spend time with healers, often Two-Spirit people themselves. Above all, their childhood was marked by acceptance and understanding by the whole tribe. Multi-gendered adult people were usually presumed to be people of power. Because they have both maleness and femaleness totally entwined in one body, they were known to be able to ‘see’ with the eyes of both biological men and biological women. They were often called upon to be healers, mediators, interpreters of dreams, or expected to become singers or others whose lives were devoted to the welfare of the group. If they did extraordinary things in any aspect of life, it was assumed that they had the license and power to do so, and therefore, they were not questioned.



Not a Colonized Definition

• Does not fit into the standard 
definition of LGBTQ

• They can be all of these or none of 
these

• Gender fluidity
• Two spiritedness recognizes gender 

identity and expression continuum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we begin to bring forth and create an understanding of  the great diversity of genders in Native American cultures, and the ways in which sexuality influenced the performance of gender roles, we are drawn back to the original pre-colonial rituals.  However the inner calling of contemporary Two-Spirited people, is often mixed in with modern understandings of sexuality, thus creating a perception that homosexuality was well accepted in pre-colonization instead of recognizing that these homosexual behaviours were accepted under the role of gender identity and based in spiritual rituals.  Arguably culture is not static and thus evolves and incorporates all the experiences of life.  Therefore today the modern movement of reclaiming Two-Spirit Traditions incorporates sexual orientation and sexual identity.



Effects of Colonization

• Victims of homophobia, exclusion, 
violence and death

• Settlers viewed them as less than 
human, in need of salvation

• Ostracized, shamed, abomination
• Brutality used as a form of extermination
• Political stigma, lateral oppression
• Traditional roles eradicated
• Culture went underground to avoid 

persecution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since European colonization, the existence of the Two-Spirit community has been systematically denied and alienated from their Aboriginal identity.  As a result, Two-Spirit people are often viewed as perverted, untraditional or untrustworthy and have lost their place in society and their dignity.  Persecution began by the church in an attempt to eradicate the Two Spirited people.  Often our spiritual leaders and healers of the tribes, had to submit to the church’s moralistic code and resulted in a loss of many rituals including those who identified and honour cross-gender individuals.With very few exceptions, there is no longer a place in Native cultures for a man-woman or a woman-man. The tribes have forgotten the Two-Spirit teachings and many of the ancient Two-Spirit ways are no longer being practiced. Instead, this role appears as a ghost of the past or a dirty secret.  Elders who may know the stories and teachings are often afraid to talk about them because of their experiences in Residential Schools and other forms of colonialization.Because so many Native American cultures were disrupted (or had disappeared) before they were studied by researchers, it is not possible to know how frequently these spiritual ceremonies happened or all the roles ascribe to the Two Spirited. These alternative gender roles that have been documented, however, occur in every region of the continent, lending credibility to the claim that acceptance of Two-Spirit people was relatively common among Native American cultures.  Today we have to confront a very real problem: it is impossible to define precisely what Two-Spirit experience was.  Although most people now agree that such individuals existed, the particulars of that identity remain for most part a ghost of history.  Nonetheless, like many Native American rituals and traditions the Two-Spirit peoples are experiencing a re-awakening to the validity of their cultural and spiritual roots.  



Only Appropriate for Indigenous People

• A role that existed in Native American, 
First Nations and Indigenous Tribes

• Term for gender queer, gender fluid, 
non-conforming members

• Specifically chosen to distinguish and 
distance Native American/First Nations 
people from non-Native peoples

• If you do not belong to a tribe, you 
should not claim the title



Dr. Myra Laramee



Visual Summary



Chi-Miigwetch

• Sandy-Leo Laframboise

• Algonquin/Cree-Métis, Two-Spirited 
Elder

• Vancouver, BC

• dancingtoeaglespirit@gmail.com

mailto:dancingtoeaglespirit@gmail.com


Thank you | Merci | Miigwetch

Next Thought Leadership Learning Series: August 25th
“Understanding and Honouring National Truth and Reconciliation Day”

Further questions or comments?
Please send your ideas, comments, knowledge topics to: 

contactus@indigenousworks.ca

mandyp@indigenousworks.ca

mailto:contactus@indigenousworks.ca
mailto:mandyp@indigenousworks.ca
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